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PRESS RELEASE
Ennov announces the acquisition of AtEvent, the publisher of the Atrium™ suite of
software, a solution for managing professional events and scientific congresses.
This acquisition strengthens Ennov’s leading position in regulated content management for Life Sciences.

Paris, 1 December 2017: AtEvent joins the Ennov group. AtEvent is the publisher of a global solution
for managing professional events that ensures regulatory compliance in managing the transparency of
interests between professionals and health industries (Human/Animal Health/Cosmetics and Medical
Devices) through integration of the entire value chain including contractualisation, thanks to its
contract module.
Full management of interactions with the professional or the health organisation enables all of the
elements required by the supervisory authorities (NOO/DMOS, EFPIA, Sunshine Act, Bertrand Law) to
be managed digitally.
Through this acquisition, which is part of a clear and coherent commercial strategy, AtEvent becomes
the Events division of Ennov. It provides a relevant response to major developments in the
pharmaceutical industry and the regulatory environment. AtEvent’s Atrium solution is recognised on
the market as the richest and most competitive for managing professional events and scientific
congresses. It complements the solutions that Ennov already proposes for quality management,
regulatory affairs, pharmacovigilance and clinical trials. The product fit is accompanied by
complementary customer relationships. AtEvent works with large accounts that are now added to
Ennov’s 200 Life Sciences customers.
December 1st 2017. For immediate release
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“We have already identified many synergies that will enrich our modules and create significant
opportunities for our customers. The AtEvent team has excellent multidisciplinary skills, and we share
the same values: innovation of our products, competence and pragmatism of our approach, customer
satisfaction, employee well-being and enthusiasm”, said Olivier Pâris, the Chairman of Ennov.
“We are proud of the path we have been taking since the company was founded in 2009 and I would
like to personally thank my employees and customers, who have trusted us, and who have
accompanied the growth of Atrium for eight years. Our entry into the Ennov group will be in perfect
continuity and will provide new development opportunities. Olivier Pâris and his teams will help us to
continue our growth while preserving our specificities. I am very pleased with this new adventure”,
adds Sophie Bardet, the CEO of AtEvent.
With this acquisition, Ennov is expected to come close to a consolidated turnover of €15 million in
2018,
About Ennov
Ennov designs, develops and distributes EDM and workflow software for the life sciences industry. The
Ennov solution encompasses 4 main areas: clinical trials, regulatory affairs, pharmacovigilance and
quality. Its customers include Air Liquide, Baxter, Ceva, MSD, Novartis and Virbac. Ennov is ISO
9001:2015 certified. For further details see www.ennov.com.
About AtEvent
Created in June 2009, AtEvent is the fruit of operational reflection and
observation, enriched by a long business expertise in the management of
events in the pharmaceutical industry. AtEvent offers healthcare industries a collaborative platform for
managing events and a business response, adapted to regulatory constraints (DMOS and
Transparency). For further details see www.atevent.eu.

